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My research interests are in noncommutative algebra, specifically noncommutative ring the-
ory and noncommutative projective algebraic geometry. Throughout, let k denote an alge-
braically closed field of characteristic 0. All rings will be k-algebras and all categories and
equivalences will be k-linear.

1. Introduction

Noncommutative rings arise naturally in many contexts. Given a commutative ring R and
a nonabelian group G, the group ring R[G] is a noncommutative ring. The n × n matrices
with entries in C, or more generally, the linear transformations of a vector space under
composition form a noncommutative ring. Noncommutative rings also arise as differential
operators. The ring of differential operators on k[t] generated by multiplication by t and
differentiation by t is isomorphic to the first Weyl algebra, A1 := k〈x, y〉/(xy − yx − 1), a
celebrated noncommutative ring. From the perspective of physics, the Weyl algebra captures
the fact that in quantum mechanics, the position and momentum operators do not commute.

As noncommutative rings are a larger class of rings than commutative ones, not all of
the same tools and techniques are available in the noncommutative setting. For example,
localization is only well-behaved at certain subsets of noncommutative rings called Ore sets.
Care must also be taken when working with other ring-theoretic properties. The left ideals
of a ring need not be (two-sided) ideals. One must be careful in distinguishing between left
ideals and right ideals, as well as left and right noetherianness or artianness.

In commutative algebra, there is a rich interplay between ring theory and algebraic geom-
etry. One can associate to a graded domain R =

⊕
i∈NRi the projective scheme ProjR, the

space of homogeneous prime ideals of R not containing the irrelevant ideal R≥1. Localizing
R at prime ideals, one can then construct the structure sheaf on ProjR. Algebraic properties
of the ring R can be translated to geometric properties of the space ProjR and vice versa.

In the noncommutative setting, there are obstructions to generalizing this idea. In addi-
tion to localization only being available at Ore sets, a more basic obstruction is the fact that
a noncommutative ring may not have enough (two-sided) ideals. As an example, when q is
not a root of unity, the quantum plane kq[x, y] = k〈x, y〉/(xy − qyx) is a noncommutative
analogue of k[x, y]. On the other hand, kq[x, y] has only three homogeneous ideals, namely
(x), (y), and (xy).

Therefore, in noncommutative projective geometry, rather than generalizing the space of
homogeneous ideals of a ring, one approach has instead been to study the module category
over the ring. This idea is due to a theorem of Serre: if a commutative ring R is generated
over k by elements of degree one then coh(ProjR), the category of coherent sheaves on
ProjR, is equivalent to qgr -R, the category of finitely generated graded R-modules modulo
torsion. Since module categories are available for noncommutative rings, this approach has
been more fruitful.
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2. Noncommutative Projective Schemes

In [AZ94], Michael Artin and James Zhang defined the noncommutative projective scheme
of a right noetherian N-graded k-algebra A purely module-theoretically. Let Gr -A be the
category of Z-graded right A-modules. A graded right A-module M is called torsion if there
exists r ∈ N such that M · A≥r = 0. Let Tors -A be the full subcategory of Gr -A generated
by torsion modules. Define the quotient category QGr -A = Gr -A/Tors -A and let π denote
the canonical functor Gr -A→ QGr -A. We use the notation gr -A (qgr -A, respectively) for
the subcategory of finitely generated objects of Gr -A (QGr -A, respectively). Let S denote
the shift functor on qgr -A.

Definition 1 (Artin-Zhang, [AZ94]). Let A be a right noetherian graded k-algebra. The
noncommutative projective scheme of A is the triple (qgr -A, πA,S).

Much of the literature on noncommutative projective schemes has focused on connected
graded k-algebras—N-graded k-algebras A =

⊕
i∈NAi with A0 = k. Since the commutative

polynomial ring under its usual grading satisfies these hypotheses, connected graded k-
algebras are analogues of (quotients of) commutative polynomial rings. For a connected
graded k-algebra A of Gelfand-Kirillov (GK) dimension 2, we call qgr -A a noncommutative
projective curve. A noncommutative projective surface is qgr -A for a connected graded
k-algebra A of GK dimension 3.

In [AS95], Michael Artin and Toby Stafford classified noncommutative projective curves.
The classification of noncommutative projective surfaces is an active area of current research.
The noncommutative analogues of k[x, y, z] (so-called Artin-Schelter regular algebras of di-
mension 3) are well-understood (see [AS87, ATV91, Ste96, Ste97]) and many other examples
of noncommutative projective surfaces have been studied (see [Van01, Van10, Rog04, Sie11]).

3. Results and Future Projects

Here, I propose to study the geometry of graded k-algebras which are not connected graded.
In particular, I am interested in Z-graded k-algebras A with A0 not necessarily equal to k.
This research is motivated by recent results of Sue Sierra and Paul Smith which suggest that
interesting geometry may be hiding within Z-graded k-algebras. The first Weyl algebra,
A1 = k〈x, y〉/(xy − yx− 1) is naturally Z-graded with deg x = 1, deg y = −1.

In [Sie09], Sierra carefully studied gr -A1 and its symmetries. For a category C , define
the Picard group of C , denoted Pic(C ), to be the group of autoequivalences of C . Let Zfin

be the group of finite subsets of Z with operation exclusive or. Sierra computed Pic(gr -A1).

Theorem 2 (Sierra, [Sie09]). The group Pic(gr -A1) is isomorphic to Zfin oD∞.

Further, Sierra classified the Z-graded k-algebras with graded module categories equivalent
to gr -A1. She showed that the class of such rings is quite varied.

In [Smi11], Smith proved that Gr -A1 is equivalent to the category of quasicoherent
sheaves on a quotient stack of dimension 1. He constructed a commutative ring C which
can be thought of as a homogeneous coordinate ring for Gr -A1. Specifically, define the
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Zfin-graded k-algebra C = k[z][
√
z − n | n ∈ Z] where deg

√
z − n = {n}. Let Gr -(C,Zfin)

denote the category of Zfin-graded C-modules.

Theorem 3 (Smith, [Smi11]). Gr -A1 ≡ Gr -(C,Zfin) ≡ Qcoh

[
SpecC

Spec kZfin

]
.

Below, I use the word project to denote general, motivating questions for my research.
The word question is used for the specific, concrete problems that I intend to work on next.

3.1 Stacks related to classical generalized Weyl algebras

My dissertation research focused on generalizations of the Weyl algebra called generalized
Weyl algebras. These rings were introduced by Vladimir Bavula in [Bav93] and have been
studied in many papers (see, for example [Hod93, DGO96, BJ01, RS10]).

Definition 4 (Bavula [Bav93]). Let D be a ring, σ : D → D an automorphism of D and
let f ∈ D be central. The generalized Weyl algebra (GWA) with base ring D defined by σ
and f , A(D, f, σ), is D〈x, y〉 modulo the relations xd = σ(d)x, yd = σ−1(d)y, xy = f , and
yx = σ−1(f) for all d ∈ D.

If D = k[z] and σ(z) = z + 1, then we call A(k[z], f, σ) = A(f) a classical GWA.

The first Weyl algebra, A1, is a classical GWA defined by f = z. GWAs form a large
class of noncommutative domains of GK dimension 2. All classical GWAs are noetherian
k-algebras of Krull dimension 1. On the other hand, some properties of A(f) depend on the
polynomial f . Depending on the roots of f , the global dimension of A(f) can be 1, 2, or ∞.

In my thesis, I studied the category gr -A(f) for all quadratic polynomials f , including
GWAs with all three possible global dimensions. First, I determined all autoequivalences of
gr -A(f).

Theorem 5 ([Wona]). For any quadratic f ∈ k[z], Pic(gr -A(f)) ∼= Zfin oD∞.

I constructed autoequivalences of gr -A(f) which generate Pic(gr -A(f)) and used these
autoequivalences to construct homogeneous coordinate rings for QGr -A(f). Here, QGr -A(f)
is the quotient category of Gr -A(f)/Fdim -A(f), where Fdim -A(f) is the full subcategory
generated by finite dimensional modules. For an N-graded k-algebra A, Fdim -A is the same
subcategory as Artin and Zhang’s Tors -A, but for a Z-graded k-algebra this is not the case.

Theorem 6 ([Wonb]). For any quadratic f ∈ k[z], there exists a commutative Zfin-graded
k-algebra B(f) such that QGr -A(f) ≡ Gr -(B(f),Zfin).

The k-algebras B(f) appearing in Theorem 6 are interesting in their own right. In
[Smi11], Smith investigated properties of the ring C (defined in §1), showing that C is an
integrally closed non-noetherian domain which is an ascending union of Dedekind domains.

Question 7. What are the properties of the rings B(f) and the scheme SpecB(f)?
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In ongoing work, I have begun to study the rings B(f). For some polynomials f , the
properties of B(f) are similar to those of Smith’s ring C. However, when the roots of f
are separated by an integer, B(f) behaves somewhat differently. In this case, B(f) is not
even a domain. I characterized the minimal prime ideals of B(f), showing that B(f) has
uncountably many minimal primes.

Theorem 8 ([Wonb]). Let m ∈ Z and f = z(z + m). Then B(f) is a reduced, non-
noetherian, non-domain of Krull dimension 1.

The algebro-geometric properties of B(f) are interesting for the following reason. Since
B(f) is Zfin-graded, there is an action of the affine algebraic group Spec kZfin on SpecB(f)
which corresponds to the grading on B(f). Therefore, we can form the quotient stack
[SpecB(f)/ Spec kZfin].

Project A. What are the properties of the stacks [SpecB(f)/ Spec kZfin]?

The further study of these rings and stacks would provide geometric insight into classical
GWAs, and therefore insight into a large class of noncommutative rings of GK dimension 2.

3.2 The graded module categories of non-classical GWAs

Having studied the graded module category over certain classical GWAs in my disserta-
tion, a natural next step is to extend these results to other (not necessarily classical)
GWAs. Many interesting rings can be constructed as GWAs. The quantum Weyl alge-
bra Aq = k〈x, y〉/(xy− qyx− 1) and, more generally, ambiskew polynomial rings are GWAs
(see [Jor00]). The universal enveloping algebra of sl(2) and similar algebras studied by Smith
in [Smi90] can also be constructed as GWAs.

Project B. For other GWAs A(D, f, σ) what is Pic(Gr -A(D, f, σ))?

As a first step, I have started to study classical GWAs defined by higher degree polynomials.

Question 9. Can the results in [Wona] be extended to classical GWAs defined by non-
quadratic polynomials?

By [BJ01, Theorem 3.29], when f has degree at least 3, the automorphism group Aut(A(f))
may not be isomorphic to Aut(A1). Since graded ring automorphisms of A(f) induce autoe-
quivalences of Gr -A(f), Pic(A(f)) may not be isomorphic to Pic(A1). On the other hand,
many of the techniques in [Wona] used to characterize the projective and simple modules of
Gr -A(f) do not rely on the degree of f . Details remain to be checked, but these techniques
should generalize to higher degree f . The construction of the autoequivalences of Gr -A(f)
used to define B(f) should likewise generalize.

Other GWAs of interest are not classical GWAs. The quantum Weyl algebra Aq has
base ring k[z], but automorphism σ(z) = qz + 1. The universal enveloping algebra of sl(2)
has base ring k[z, h] and automorphism defined by σ(z) = z − 1 and σ(h) = h. Hence,
the next class of GWAs to consider are those defined by different automorphisms σ and
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possibly different base rings. For any commutative base ring D and any automorphism σ of
D, the indecomposable objects of Gr -A(D, f, σ) were characterized by Drozd, Guzner, and
Ovsienko in [DGO96].

Question 10. What is the Picard group of Gr -Aq and Gr -U(sl(2))? Can techniques in
[Wona] be extended to GWAs with base ring D = k[z, z−1] (D a PID) or with D the coordinate
ring of an elliptic curve (D a Dedekind domain)?

Many results in [Wona] depend only the fact that k[z] is a PID. Some techniques generalize
immediately to any base ring which is a PID. There are technical obstacles to overcome in
extending these methods to the case of a Dedekind domain or a polynomial ring in two
variables.

3.3 The geometry of Z-graded domains of GK dimension 2

The results in [Sie09, Smi11, Wonb] described in §3.1 are particularly interesting in light of
Artin and Stafford’s classification of noncommutative projective curves in [AS95].

Theorem 11 (Artin-Stafford, [AS95]). Let A be a connected N-graded domain, generated in
degree 1 with GK dimension 2. Then there exists a projective curve X such that qgr -A ≡
coh(X).

Hence, every noncommutative projective curve can be realized as the category of coherent
sheaves on a commutative curve, or in other words, “noncommutative projective curves are
commutative.” For the classical GWAs that I studied in my thesis, I was able to construct
a commutative ring with an equivalent graded module category. This leads to the following
motivating question.

Project C. Is there an analogue to Theorem 11 for Z-graded domains of GK dimension 2?

In [BR], Jason Bell and Daniel Rogalski classified the simple Z-graded domains A of
GK dimension 2. They showed that Gr -A is equivalent to Gr -A(D, f, σ) for some GWA
A(D, f, σ). The GWAs appearing in this classification fall into two classes: classical GWAs
with no congruent roots and non-classical GWAs with D = k[z, z−1]. Hence, a first step in
addressing all Z-graded domains of GK dimension 2 would be to first consider the simple
ones.

Question 12 (Bell and Rogalski). For the GWAs A appearing in [BR], is there a stack χ
such that QGr -A ≡ Qcoh(χ)?

In order to find such a stack, I would first attempt to construct a commutative ring with
a graded module category equivalent to QGr -A. The construction used in Theorems 3 and 6
can be attempted in general. For an abelian subgroup Γ ⊂ Pic(QGr -A), define the Γ-graded
ring

B =
⊕
F∈Γ

HomQGr -A (A,FA) . (13)
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The category Gr -(B,Γ) is equivalent to QGr -A if
⊕
F∈ΓFA is a projective generator of

QGr -A. Hence, the first step in addressing question 12 is to begin the research proposed in
§3.2 and understand Pic(Gr -A) for simple Z-graded domains A of GK dimension 2.

Question 14. For A a GWA of GK dimension 2, is there a subgroup Γ ⊆ Pic(Gr -A) such
that

⊕
F∈ΓFA generates QGr -A and the ring B in (13) is commutative?

Notice that if QGr -A = Gr -A, then by taking Γ = Z to be the subgroup generated by
the shift functor S on Gr -A in (13), we recover the ring A. In light of Theorem 3, we can
therefore take an opposite view of (13). That is, given a stack χ, a quasicoherent sheaf O
on χ, and an autoequivalence S of Qcoh(χ), we can consider the Z-graded ring⊕

n∈Z

HomQcoh(χ) (O,SnO) . (15)

In this view, Theorem 3 says that there exists a one-dimensional stack, a sheaf, and an
autoequivalence such that (15) recovers the first Weyl algebra A1.

Question 16. Under what conditions on the stack χ and the sheaf O does (15) give a
Z-graded domain of GK dimension 2?

The immediate goal of this project is to generate more examples of stacks whose quasi-
coherent sheaves are equivalent to graded modules over Z-graded domains of GK dimension
2, and to study the properties of these stacks.
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